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Elandess rewrites yacht layout trends to meet her owner’s needs and, as
Marilyn Mower discovers, creates some magical family spaces in the process
P HOTO G R AP HY Mike J o n e s

What brings you to where you are today is a tale of
personal history – decisions made at certain key
moments, paths chosen on a whim. For the owner of
the new 244ft Abeking & Rasmussen Elandess, the
story starts with a milestone birthday.
The owner’s superyacht life began with chartering a
yacht and realizing the experience was pleasurable. His
journey led him and his wife to build three yachts of
154ft or more, each one more finely tuned to enhance
his ever-changing lifestyle demands.
I join the owner aboard Elandess in July, when just a
few days out from the shipyard he’s seeing her fully
“dressed” and in her element for the first time. His
enthusiasm and joy are palpable as he tours the boat
with designer Peder Eidsgaard, Ewa Eidsgaard and her
interior team plus Abeking & Rasmussen’s project
manager, André Jonker.
Elandess is one of that rare breed of full custom
yachts that sprang from a blank sheet of paper.
The profile and GA, both by Harrison Eidsgaard, were
well developed before the yacht went to tender. Just
how custom Elandess is would be revealed deck by
deck as we take a tour.
Eidsgaard begins at the swim platform, leading me
inside past the tender bay to a bright corridor
illuminated from rooms beyond. The light filtering
from starboard is a beckoning blue. I follow it to the
Nemo lounge – part grotto, part submarine, part
amphitheater and all completely brilliant. Its soaring
10ft overhead is amplified by a wall of near full-height
glass, one third of it below the waterline. Blue painted

floors match the color of the ceiling and amphitheaterstyle seating upholstered in an Extex outdoor fabric
with a surprising chenille finish. The room is a
showstopper, bridging the gap above and below the
waterline. I imagine hours could be whiled away here.
“I knew one other boat had attempted this. I also
knew that the yacht industry had made great strides in
recent years with the use of glass,” the owner says.
“Putting all that together, we set about designing our
own version of such a space – one that would be fun for
youngsters and adults alike.” After his first season of
cruising he shared with us that, indeed, it “proved a
huge hit with all visitors and across all ages.”
This Nemo lounge is not a theater as is the similar
semi-submerged lounge on 274ft Feadship Savannah.
Elandess has another place for that. And her owner is
right; the industry has made great strides with the use
of glass. The viewing ports on Elandess are larger. The
six glass panels – three large and three small – delivered
by GL Yachtverglasung are close to four inches thick
and so strong they don’t require storm shutters. “They
were so heavy we had to put them in with a crane,”
Jonker says. Even the small panels, at 1,080lb, are
heavier than can be installed by hand. Opposite the
Nemo lounge is a generously sized gym also utilizing
full-height glass offering views out to sea. Next, going
aft, are a hair salon and a quiet, relaxing massage area.
“The yard performed the engineering of the yacht
and managed the approvals with Lloyd’s Register and
the flag state [Cayman Islands],” notes Edmund
Beckett of Burgess Technical Services, which served

THE NEMO LOUNGE IS
A SHOWSTOPPER, BRIDGING
THE GAP ABOVE AND BELOW
T H E WA T E R L I N E . H O U R S
C O U L D B E W H I L E D AWAY H E R E

SPLIT LEVEL
The Nemo lounge
has 10ft high
ceilings, with one
third of the view
below the waterline.
The six glass panels,
by German firm GL
Yachtverglasung,
are almost 4in thick,
so storm shutters
are not required

WHAT BRIDGE?
The wheelhouse is
located discreetly
between the upper
deck and the
sundeck. Right: the
glass-walled
walkway on the lower
deck passing
through the engine
room between the
main staircase and
the Nemo lounge
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as the owner’s representative. “There is nothing like it
in the rules,” he says of the Nemo lounge. “It’s not
prohibited, but just not considered in the existing
rules.” The yard approached the design with a thorough
risk assessment that encompassed everything from
how the space is treated in the freeboard calculations
to considering alternative damage scenarios, which are
over and above those typically required, and how any
flood water may be handled in the event of breach. It
was essential to consider these aspects at a very early
stage when setting the position of the main watertight
divisions and principles of the engineering systems
within the yacht.
For another surprise, the Nemo lounge and gym
lobby open into a glass-enclosed passage through the
upper level of the engine room where guests can look
into the heart of the yacht. Safety is paramount here,
too, with the glass walls of the passage rated A60,
meaning they could be subjected to fire for 60 minutes
before degrading. A heavy door at the end of this
catwalk opens on to the guest lobby ushering us to the
family suites, another highly personal feature of the
yacht’s arrangement. Here, six virtually equal
staterooms that can be made into three suites range off
a central corridor. Pairs of staterooms on port and
starboard can be combined via concealed doors, while
at the end of the corridor a hidden door creates a
vestibule, linking the adjacent staterooms.
It was a layout conceived by the owners to
accommodate their three grown children and assorted
grandchildren together, and facilitates the parents of
the youngest ones keeping an eye on things. When the
owners travel with adult friends, the beds in the rooms
can be arranged as singles, as king-size beds or as an
L-shaped sofa arrangement to create VIP suites,
Eidsgaard notes, showing how the nightstands can be
repositioned and even turned into coffee tables for
different arrangements.
The suites’ individual color themes arise from
indirectly lit two-tone mosaic tile walls, providing a
textured focal point in each of the bathrooms. The
staterooms are connected to the rest of the yacht via a
circular staircase, soft daylight rippling down from a
skylight in the bottom of the swimming pool, glinting
off mother-of-pearl flecks in a hand-polished plaster
surround by DKT Artworks.
“We certainly put the family suites’ arrangements
through their paces this summer,” the owner says. “We
were neck high in children and grandchildren from 43
to two years of age, plus nannies, and a variety of goingto-bed and getting-up times, etc. The family suites took
everything our children and grandchildren could throw

at them and proved to be both flexible and effective.”
The owners’ pleasure with the arrangement is equal
to their involvement and the trajectory of their
learning curve since their first superyacht project.
“Once we decided to build our own yacht, since we had
friends building at Heesen and De Vries, we went to
visit those yards. My wife liked Heesen and they had a
47 meter [154ft] available, so we signed a contract in
January 2005. I had heard of Bannenberg & Rowell, so
I asked them if they would do the interior and they said
they would be delighted.
“At the Fort Lauderdale boat show in 2006, we
happened to go aboard a 60 meter [197ft] yacht. We
were surprised at how much more we could get in a 60
meter,” the owner continues. “I met people from
Abeking & Rasmussen and we began talking about a
boat of that size. They told me that they were sorry, but
they were holding a slot for a 57 meter [187ft] for another
client who had yet to commit, and it would be two years
before they could start a boat for me. I told them that if
they could clear the position with the other client, and
if they could make the boat 60 meters instead of 57, I
would sign a letter of intent the following morning.
They did, and I did, and the next thing was that
Bannenberg & Rowell were designing two yachts for us
with delivery dates a year apart,” the owner reveals.
In August 2008 they took delivery of the 154ft
Heesen and put it into charter service. It sold 14
months after they took delivery of their new 197ft
Abeking the following year. They also began a global
adventure, spending about 80 to 90 days aboard each
year. “When you are on a yacht, you see a lot of things

you don’t see out the window of a hotel suite.” Wanting
to share that with a growing pack of grandkids was the
impetus for a new, larger boat. “You can’t just Google a
formula for how to design a yacht for a certain number
of people. You have to be involved,” the owner says.
Their ample time aboard had the double benefit of
helping them refine their wishes for a yacht directed
by their lifestyle and not the other way around.
As we chat over lunch on the upper aft deck, the
London skyline spread before us, the owner shares his
thoughts and opinions about various aspects of the
large yacht industry from his point of view as an
entrepreneur, and an industry he calls “conservative,
nervous and slow to innovate.”
“In early 2015, Abeking came along with Peder
Eidsgaard to present a speculative design for our next
boat,” he says. “I didn’t like the particular design, but I
liked some of his ideas and the way he worked.” Soon,
the three of them were conceptualizing a boat.
Eidsgaard sketched a profile with a not-quite plumb
stem, which he calls an Atlantic bow, and a surprisingly
low profile achieved by recessing the wheelhouse
between the upper deck and sundeck.

S O F T D AY L I G H T R I P P L E S
DOWN FROM A SKYLIGHT
IN THE BOTTOM OF
THE POOL, GLINTING
OFF FLECKS IN HANDPOLISHED PLASTER

With a rough GA and the profile in hand, Beckett
managed the bid process, which was eventually won by
Abeking. With all the participants selected, the project
surged forward. Key concepts were a main deck master
suite, a large office and a design envelope offering
multiple opportunities to be connected to the sea.
“The broad-brush likes and dislikes were handled
quickly and then it was off to details,” Eidsgaard says.
Design meetings were scheduled in three-hour chunks.
Eidsgaard and project lead Nick Houghton, Ewa
Eidsgaard and designer Christopher Kvilums brought
hundreds of samples to sketch meetings and found the
owners so decisive, they went from first design to CAD
drawings in just six intense weeks.
Passing the stair column on the main deck, a curved
wall upholstered in silver/white chenille fabric leads
first to the owner’s office with a handsome desk of
polished metal and edge-lit glass designed by
Eidsgaard and made, as is most of the furniture, by
Rodiek. Beyond, the master stateroom is a massive –
and massively quiet – space that beat contracted noise
levels by 10 decibels. It centers on a contemporary take
of a classical raised bed. Its gray leather frame is
stepped to provide integrated indirect lighting. Raising
the bed gives the owners views to the horizon through
the full-height glass doors to the side balcony. Milano,
a silver and pale aqua fabric by Armani/Casa, sweeps
decoratively up the wall behind the bed, establishing
the cool tones used throughout the room.
Moving aft, the main dining area is a grand affair.
The centerpiece is an extending organically shaped
dining table for 14 to 20 guests, topped with Based
Upon’s blue tramazite resin surface technique, with
an edging of shaped pewter and polished stainless
steel trim. The aesthetic of the blue tramazite recalls
flying over tropical islands.
The next level is where the boat gets clever. The
forward part of the deck is dominated by a family space

HEADLINE ACT
The spectacular 26ft
x 8ft pool on the
sundeck has an oval
skylight in its floor.
Deck sofas and
ottomans have
fabrics by Holland
& Sherry and Holly
Hunt. Deck loungers
are by Summit

VANTAGE POINT
The bed in the
master suite is
raised to allow the
occupants a view
through the port side
windows and the
floor-to-ceiling glass
doors that open
on to a private
starboard balcony
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“THE BROAD-BRUSH LIKES
AND DISLIKES WERE HANDLED
Q U I C K LY A N D T H E N
I T WA S O F F T O D E T A I L S ”

OPENING UP
The sliding wall
panels between the
dining and main
salon are clad in
graphite eel skins
made by Foglizzo,
creating a perfect
backdrop for
the owner’s
art collection

that includes a library and cozy reading nook on
starboard and a large observation lounge forward with
curved floor-to-ceiling windows offering views
sweeping across an outdoor seating area. Sliding glass
doors grant access. Unless you were looking for it, you
wouldn’t notice that the overhead gets lower as it
approaches the windows, or that there is a slot for a
large movie screen to descend. The room is simply
furnished with the largest sectional sofa Eidsgaard has
ever installed on a yacht and a handsome high-top table
by Hull Studio made from one slab of live edge
American walnut.
“We envisioned a room where we could gather the
family for burgers and a movie night,” the owner says.
“This room has worked out brilliantly, especially if we
want to have a more casual dining experience, and the
grandchildren used it several times to chill out and
watch a movie. We particularly enjoyed having
pre-dinner drinks on the foredeck seating area, which
is out of view of the wheelhouse. It’s rare for yachts to
have that capability.”
At the aft end of this deck is a large sky lounge with
a 9ft overhead designed to be the family’s daytime
living area. The casual décor is reminiscent of New
England. Full-height glass doors slide out of the way
for indoor/outdoor living with an enormous dining
table under cover of the upper deck overhang and a
sunny seating area beyond.
Stairs lead to the huge sundeck. “You get up here and
you walk about and after a while you say, ‘Hey, where is
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the bridge?’” Jonker says with a laugh. “You realize it’s not
on the deck below that you just came from.”
No, it’s not. Between the sloping overhead of the
observation lounge and the raised forward portion of
the sundeck lies an almost secret world of bridge,
accessible only from the clever crew circulation
pathways arranged on the port side. It lies between the
upper and sundecks and atop the central audiovisual
equipment room, ship’s office and captain’s cabin.
“Many boats this length would have another deck,”
Jonker says. “But the owner loved Peder’s profile and it
was our job to make it fit.” In fact, creating a central
core of service areas, electrical and plumbing trunks
and crew circulation is a touchstone with Eidsgaard.
Beckett notes that the single audiovisual room brings
a welcome simplicity to running cables to the bridge,
owner’s area and the guest area below.
The owner likens the bridge to the cockpit location

HANGING OUT
The owner’s art
collection is given
pride of place
throughout the
yacht. Second right:
the owner’s office on
the main deck. “In
truth, it is more than
an office,” says the
owner. “Yes, it’s

effective in terms
of making business
calls or dialing in for
conferences, but
it’s also a private
relaxation space,
and particularly
useful when I want
to watch those
action movies that
my wife doesn’t!”

“ T H E B O AT E X C E E D S O U R
E X P E C TAT I O N S . S H E ’ S
I N C R E D I B LY C O M F O R TA B L E
W I T H T H E VA R I E T Y O F
S O C I A L S PAC E S W E S E T
O U T T O C R E AT E ”

LOOK OUT
A reading area,
above, to starboard,
leads forward to the
observation lounge
on the upper deck,
right, where family
and guests are
spoiled for views
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SPREAD OUT
Whether it’s the
owner’s office, above
left, the sky lounge,
above, or the
observation lounge,
left, Elandess is
blessed with many
versatile spaces

CAPPING IT ALL
The sundeck is the
standout feature, a
coherent space
where the entire
family can spend the
day. It has a pool,
bar, dining table,
loungers, with a
hardtop and awning
providing shelter

of a 747, although in truth it is much larger. For harbor
maneuvers, Captain Chris May notes wing stations
pop out of the superstructure, granting him
unobstructed views from bow to stern. The fact that
there is no obvious access to the bridge from guest
areas keeps it a quiet and focused workspace, he says.
The pièce de résistance from the owner’s perspective
is the sundeck, a place created to spend the entire day.
The centerpiece is the 26ft x 8ft pool containing 24
tons of fresh water warmed via waste heat recovery.
Hidden beams below the pool distribute weight to the
outer edges of the superstructure and down to the hull.
“Dispersing the weight was the easy part,” Jonker says.
“Discovering how to empty the pool was harder. We
had to place two 280mm [11 inch diameter] pipes to
empty the water to the dump tank [on the lowest deck]
in just three minutes without impacting on the owner
and guest areas [directly beneath the pool on all decks].”
Flanking the pool and under a hardtop is a large
seating area around a dining table on starboard with
an outdoor bar on port. Up a few steps and aft is a
seating area that can be covered by a retractable
awning. Still farther aft, sun loungers with movable
backrests allow guests to face forward or aft without
moving the furniture. This deck is where the children’s
safety measures really come into play with stair guards
and solid glass with stainless cap railings.
“I think the boat exceeds our expectations,” says the
owner after his first five weeks aboard. “She’s sleek,
solid and incredibly comfortable with the variety
of social spaces we set out to create. At the same time,
one way or another, we’ve allowed everyone to keep
in touch with the elements of the sea, which, after all,
is what a boat is all about. The new Elandess is a
wonderful boat into which we’ve invested all our
experience and learning from her two predecessors.
Together with the yard and the designers, we certainly
pushed the envelope.” B
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EASY ELEGANCE
Elandess has
distinctive exterior
styling, courtesy
of Harrison
Eidsgaard. It
is the first
collaboration
between the
London-based
studio and the

German yard
Abeking &
Rasmussen, which
also provided the
naval architecture
and engineering.
The distinctive
Atlantic bow – not
quite vertical –
creates a fine
entry point

SPECS

ELANDESS

ABEKING & RASMUSSEN

SUNDECK

UPPER DECK

MAIN DECK

LOWER DECK

An observation
lounge is where
a bridge might
otherwise be

The skylight in
the pool floor
lights up the
main staircase
below

BRIDGE

60ft

30ft

0ft

LOA 244' 5"
LWL 241' 1"
Beam 42'
Draft (full load)
11' 4"
Gross tonnage
2,059GT
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Fold-down
bulwarks to
either side of
the dining salon
can open up the
entire space

The bridge
is cleverly
concealed
on a mezzanine
level

Engines 2 x Caterpillar
3516

Fuel capacity
47,173 gallons

1 x 7m Pascoe SOLAS
rescue

Speed max/cruise
16.5/14 knots

Freshwater capacity
7,925 gallons

Owners/guests 16

Range at 14 knots
6,000nm

Tender
1 x 10m Pascoe Landau
1 x 7.5m Pascoe
Beachlander

Construction
Steel hull; aluminum
superstructure

Generators 438kW
Caterpillar C18 SCAC

Crew 20

Classification LR x
100 A1 SSC YACHT
MONO G6 x LMC UMS
ECO SCM
Naval architecture
Abeking & Rasmussen
Exterior and interior
design
Harrison Eidsgaard

One third of the
view from the
Nemo lounge
is below the
waterline

Builder/year
Abeking &
Rasmussen/2018
Lemwerder, Germany
t: +49 421 67 330
e: info@abeking.com
w: abeking.com
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